
Data Stewardship plans Research Data Life Cycle

Data cycle step 1: 
Design of experiments

efc80cc8-8318-4f8c-acb7-dc1c60e491c1
 Is there pre-existing data?

59efe0c4-fc18-4082-a656-6d0c1db45899
 Will you use Pre-existing data (including 
Other People’s Data)?

fcc51962-08df-4f4c-85ad-6bb932107010
Will you use reference data?

9ac2713c-6aa1-4884-a93f-2ac727d00567
Do you know where the reference data is available, what 
the conditions for use are, and how to reference it?

7b8c75c0-8d5c-4fde-9898-ded8b91f7f1f
In what format is the reference data available?

10b6548c-21cd-44c8-a8de-47415e7b012e
Is the reference data resource versioned?

f00a28fb-ac77-4110-b285-c73c8bc62630
Which version will you use?

481d0157-6d89-4f68-9f3b-cf1b05f8f15d
Will you change version if it updates? 
For new analyses? Redo all analyses?

deb9d6b3-4f11-4aa8-b016-52d1612c002a
If no, are you sure the old version will stay 
available? 

12762d00-f02a-40f7-b175-c7e4c92f5f54
How will you make sure you and others 
can reproduce your results in the future?

What level of detail/granularity do 
you need?

Can you filter before downloading?

What is the volume of the level of 
data that you really need?

37fcb07e-a791-40ef-934b-33dedece5b0c
xref: creating reference data

be872000-cb98-442f-999c-ca3ef58dcfe8
What existing (non-reference) data sets 
will you use?

39e0cc7c-17fe-4991-88d8-1280c3fe7923
Will owners of that data work with you on 
this study?

f59d2d89-fe27-4a8a-b3e6-2782bcc2fb97
No? Will you need to request access?

27c83b38-1df2-4f91-89ac-2f6bf4e72190
Will any usage restrictions affect your 
reuse?

467ff3ad-156c-4285-9efb-c91072b3544e
Is re-consent needed?

62ddfc73-1680-4bbf-b198-6a7231875fb1
Will you access the data on your own 
computer? Download it? Or use it via the 
network?

(del) What level of detail/granularity 
do you need?

(del) Can you filter before 
downloading?

(del) What is the volume of the level 
of data that you really need?

Can you aggregate before 
downloading?

(del) Data come to the analysis, or 
analysis to the data?

What format is the data? Needs an integration to implement

588e3c1f-e9fd-411f-954e-f7a9b1cff1de
Can you use the data in the provided 
format, or does it need to be 
converted?

(del) Is the concept reference based 
on a proper ontology?

(del) Is it in the same language? (del) Does it need translation?

3b088f38-81bd-46f9-8066-90513740b662
Is the data set fixed or still being updated

(del) Will you use one particular 
version or export updates?

How will you make sure your results 
are reproducible by others?

2e7af465-4852-4411-8d8e-7f0ff64d8b25
Is all of the data usable in its available 
form?

(del) Will curation be needed?

(del) Should a subset be made? (del) Is that easy to select?

8cedcf93-7676-4397-b3fc-a81167ff1853
Do you need to Harmonize different 
sources of existing data

(del) Is “harmonizing” enough, or do 
we need to change procedures 
and/or align formats?

Do you know what data already 
exists? 

Are you confident in what you 
need?

Did you ask around?

Did you check any catalogs or 
search engines?

7e77ee02-ce26-4cd9-b07d-3eea03bc35c9
Will you use any data that needs to be made 
computer readable first?

Any such data needs to be made 
available to others too.

(1.11) What/how/who will integrate 
existing data

(1.11.1) Will you need to add data 
from literature? (1.11.2) Text mining?

(1.11.2) Do you need integrate or to 
link to a different type of data?

Does that need a project plan?

What will you do if the coupled data 
is updated?

What will you do if the format is 
changed?

Are conversions needed?

Link or Join? Allowed?

176e750e-15e8-479e-abf2-1c44f8e1e798
LS Will you couple existing (biobanks) data 
sets?

1a0f988b-6f16-4070-92a7-7bff31f57e31
LS Will you use deterministic couplings?

47db7bc2-faa7-4357-b7d9-739a45cbc903
LS Will you use probabilistic couplings?

49282e5b-d0e8-49a8-8f2f-5dc164c5c35c
LS Will you be using a ttp? What is the 
procedure followed? Where will what data 
be sent? Did a legal advisor look at these?

75fe60b5-d7a4-4b01-aeec-ac9c260b27e1
LS Is consent available for the coupling?

Will the coupling potentially create 
new privacy issues (e.g. Potential 
for re-identification or making 
personal information more 
sensitive, such as adding location 
data)?

Verify that you have permission for 
such coupling.

808de93e-2f6c-4da4-a565-77f46da4b352
LS How will you check whether coupled data 
are representative of your goal population?

4e476aa5-dab0-4092-a06a-0be31043105b
LS What is the goal of the coupling?

Answer: More data about the same 
subjects (intersection)

Answer: Enlarging the group of 
subjects (union)

09aec70f-2415-4b7f-b3d9-e335cb26d249
LS What variable(s) will you use for 
coupling?

827a58fa-90fc-481e-935b-191e28031406
xref: Data Integration Phase

Reference data 588ad032-56ba-4d52-b29c-6a5b56aa6569
Will reference data be created?

9f081091-0810-4f12-be7f-0a22ee928a14
What will the IP be like?

27769a31-717b-4204-8468-175ac93b195a
How will you maintain it?

2679736a-800e-4eaa-a70f-818070540c48
How will the release schedule be?

75f0120d-b3a8-4042-8249-dfe2de83a3d5
xref: reuse of existing reference data

0e810343-6026-4992-8ea0-5539cbc77093
Will you be storing samples?

(1.13.1) Where will information 
about samples be stored? Biobank 
information system.

Will you start a new collection?
How will you make sure your 
biobank will be properly 
represented in relevant Catalogues

Will your data and samples be 
added to an existing collection?

Do you consult the owners of the 
biobank?

Does the biobank adhere to the 
FAIR principles?

For questionnaires see 
“experimental data”

8d082e2f-7792-4ef7-a851-6e5041cba8b6
Will you be collecting experimental data?

1/39 “For each type of experimental 
data”

(1.14.1) How many subjects do you 
need to be able to get statistically 
meaningful results?

Statistical needs on size of sample 
set

(1.14.1.1) How many control and 
how many intervention subjects?

Statistical optimization!

TNO has a specialist

Selection of analysis technique

At which level of biology do you 
need data? Why those?

Which types of analyses will you 
do?

Proteins?
Ms imaging?

ELISA?

RNA? Tissue type

DNA?

Somatic or Disease

Epigenetic marks

Metagenome Subject

Metabolites?

Blood What type of plasma is needed for 
the measurement?

Tissue

Urine

Ms imaging

Do you need to add stabilizers? Can you measure fast after data 
collection?

Imaging?

Medical images?

Need API? Xnat

BMIA

Are your images collected as part 
of a diagnostic process?

Which imaging modality?

Pathology images? tEPIS

MRI

CT

PET

Ultrasound

Flat X-ray

Do images need to be 
pseudonimized?

Metadata

Image itself

Animal imaging?

Plant imaging?

Have the images been made?

Which data collection/ imaging 
protocols have been applied? Contrast agents?

Will you use animal testing?
Registration!

Did you get ethical approval?

Will you be measuring biomedical 
signals?

Clinical Chemistry?

Physiological data?

Will you be doing structure 
analysis?

x-Ray crystallography?

NMR structural analysis?

Immunology/epidemiology?

Will you conduct intervention 
studies?

Will you do challenge tests?

51. (del) Select the proper time 
points

52. (del) How many time points are 
needed?

Phenotype Database

Will you perform human 
intervention study

55. Registration at clinicaltrial.gov

56. (del) Did you get ethical 
approval?

Which database will you use to 
store the data?

Do you need to arrange informed 
consent?

What kind of feedback to the 
subjects/patients will be given?

Does that data have potential 
consequences for their family 
members?

Did you get separate and explicit 
consent about sharing (individual) 
data?

Do you already have enough 
statistical power?

Does the data already exist 
elsewhere?

Do you need all the privacy 
sensitive fields of data?

Do you need to consult your ethical 
committee?

Are there any data format 
considerations?

(1.15.1) What is the volume of each 
anticipated data set

(1.15.2) What data formats do the 
machines yield

(1.15.3) What preprocessing is needed

(1.15.3.1) Are there ready to use 
workflows for formatting and 
preprocessing?

(1.15.3.2) What compute is needed?

(1.15.4) Will you create images

Do images need to be 
pseudonymized

Is there textual information on 
photographs

Are there potential issues regarding 
data ownership and access 
control?

(1.16.1) Who needs access?

(1.16.2) Where will servers be 
placed?

(1.16.3) What level of data 
protection is needed

(1.16.3.1) Is the collected data 
privacy sensitive?

Does it need to be anonymized? Is there Textual labels on 
photographs?

Does it need to be 
pseudonymized? Reversible? By whom?

Jildau: there is a list of medical data 
rules

Privacy sensitive data must be 
stored separately.

Do you really need to collect all 
those sensitive data?

Do your computing service 
providers comply with all legal 
requirements?

Should consent be obtained?

Are Followup questions to subjects 
possible?

How will retractions be handled?

Does Result information go back to 
the subjects?

(1.16.3.3) Is your institute’s security 
sufficient for storage? 

Do the institute have sufficient 
certification?

(del) Will part of the data be 
completely open?

If it can, it must

Do you provide the lowest possible 
treshold for access to 
unidentifyable data?

Can you strip phenotypes to make 
data openable?

Can you make data openable by 
Aggregation?

(1.16.4) What will the IP situation 
be?

(1.18.4.1) Who will decide about 
opening up data? e.g. after the 
project finishes

(1.18.4.2) Shared ownership? Who has first rights?

How do you take care of quality 
control of data capture?

Are you logging what happens 
exactly to samples?

How will you maximise reproducible 
data collection?

Will different collection sites be 
using comparable protocols, 
formats and identifiers?

Harmonize?

Could there be variation caused by 
demographic or other independent 
variables?

Will it potentially affect your own 
results?

Will you stratify?
This will affect statistics?

Is there existing data about these?

Will you collect this kind of meta-
data?

Are your measurements sensitive to 
batch effects?

Dependent on who analyses and 
when the data is collected.

Will your data be able to answer 
your scientific question?

Will you be using questionnaires?
Use building blocks?

Are you collecting nutrition data? Will you be using a food frequency 
questionnaire?

Will you allow others to contribute 
data (open contribution)?

Data cycle step 2: 
Data Design and planning

b08fe063-33f8-4380-b3a9-ba1e586dedf2
Foreach data format you will be using?

Keep explanation of the data with 
the data, e.g. as column headers (G 
F7)

ecff019a-d4e6-44c6-a8fe-c84eb15ed8b7
Is this a standard format?

ced5a7c2-4034-4763-a1d5-3cb815cdfddb
Does this format enable sharing and long 
term archiving?

bf32374c-b24e-4b03-9898-a753cff56fcf
Will you be converting to a format more 
suitable for archiving later? (G F6)

5ba53879-eb48-47f2-a73b-f7f7d83bf030
Will you be using new types of data?

ae235844-e3b6-461c-8c1d-668148dbf53b
Are all of the fields in your data format 
described in a data type registry?

7fe217e0-9af0-422f-a45b-6873f0344bcd
Which data type registries will you use?

b211f896-b363-4978-9423-212644ff5d72
Are there suitable ontologies?

Use existing ontologies where 
possible

2.2.1.1 Do you need to develop 
ontologies?

a9103296-915a-4bdf-b259-116775d5e676
How will you design the format for your data?

caba60b1-57b3-4288-8d3e-aa3542c28027
How will you describe your data format?

(del) Keep the format of the data 
simple

(del) How: Use e.g. CSV, JSON or 
standard XML formats where 
possible

Use libraries to access it, there are 
even incompatible versions of 
CSV?

8c962e6f-17ee-4b22-8ebb-9f06f779e3b3
How will you be storing Metadata?

6226d7f2-565f-4991-94b3-c00be6aca20e
Do suitable “Minimal Metadata About” 
standards exist for you?

44a9d6c0-f96c-47d2-8c7a-902a9c222067
If no, do you know what metadata is needed 
for others to read and interpret the data later?

ed872b74-6bf7-4cba-8f36-4da4509e4a4f
 Do you know how and when you will be 
collecting the necessary metadata?

15573266-7ddf-4c6b-962e-45691d34cf61 
Did you consider Re-usability of your data 
beyond your original purpose?

73bf7531-3490-4c0f-b6a2-a9f4f2bc3e1a
How do you balance how much meta-
information you need to store for yourself, 
versus how much would be useful for others.

Use Parelsnoer modules to collect 
phenotype data

c961b59a-b635-4a77-87ba-bc1b449bb012
Do you need to exchange your data with 
others?

Use RDF for interoperability of data 
plus metadata where possible.

02b3fed1-0b50-4a80-b8b6-a225a1107022
Did you consider how to monitor data 
Integrity?

How will you make sure data are 
what they should be? 

e0759fdc-7ce9-4020-816d-73119f634c7e 
Will you Keep checksums of certified/
verified/correct/canonical data (G F2)

Why: data corruption or mistakes 
can happen with large amounts of 
files or large files.

How: Keep a “true sample” master 
list (G M1)

How: Keep sample list under 
version control (G M2)

Why: You will need to know what 
has changed over time

How: Keep data checksum in the 
master list (G M3)

2.3.2.1 Who is in control of access 
to the master list?

(del) Keep it as close to the data 
source as possible.

acb86509-e93a-4d87-a958-74def0678e10 
Will you Define ways to detect file/sample 
swaps, e.g. by measuring something 
independently (G F5)

ae28a862-5020-44c2-8c78-3abc185b190f 
Does all data have a license?

Completely open if possible

License must be computer readable

Choice of license: there should be 
very few clauses

License must be transitive

License clauses can be more 
restrictive than you really want

0551adc9-7faa-4ddc-a07b-08fbde2a247b
Will you store licenses with the data?

daa06d1a-6314-4c6d-93a8-69954c7f5c54 
How will you keep provenance?

Provenance should be rich enough to 
ensure the re-usability of FAIR Data

Method stewardship?

Standard methods?

Will your data be changing over 
time?

Will you keep proper change 
provenance?

7d7b817f-9f82-4cdf-96a9-565bc67f3129
xref: keeping a log of everything that has 
been run

8e886b55-3287-48e7-b353-daf6ab40f7d8
How will you do file naming and file 
organization?

d4fe0b55-4aee-4d05-88d4-a3f4cad2cfa9
Agree on a SOP for naming files (G F4)

Keep an eye on file versioning

Names should not contain privacy 
sensitive information

37d0367b-3b69-4b3e-9303-71e628b1f360
Keep relations between data clear in the file 
names.

Use persistent identifiers for e.g. 
lanes and samples throughout the 
project (G F8)

7dfd022e-6d6e-4923-a81a-ca1f11024b57
Are all metadata that is in the file names 
also available in the proper metadata?

d5784d24-0e66-4821-bd62-a711fb6d7a40
During the project, will you be archiving data 
for long term preservation?

b16e76a9-34a8-4ba5-9420-b58bebaeac8d
Can the original data be regenerated?

7f8ff791-8593-4e00-93f9-e31c5dff5ffb
When is the raw data archived?

Answer: As soon as the raw data 
comes in?

In chunks

All at once

Answer: All at once with  the rest at 
the end of the project?

3575556d-82dd-43bd-b9f1-5f1f28dbee86
xref: archiving raw data from the working 
area

c659c36f-d142-4453-8d8b-db7c05f31371
does the archived data change over time?

1147485f-b9a9-486c-8341-27e05718c508
Do you need frequent backups?

How much time can you be set 
back if a backup needs to be 
restored?

f6476ea3-1ec5-447b-a776-4f0bfca38f8f
Are you using backups also for restoring 
files that were accidentally deleted or 
changed?

c2a38110-f7a3-432f-ae98-4e448e496b44
Will it be stored on Tape or disc? Backups on different modality?

Same discs will break at the same 
time.

Soft/firmware updates that could 
break your storage..

41a8d19b-2468-4c60-9f5e-7a8fee26eedb 
are archives stored in a remote location? Fire/disaster proof?

ed3d43ad-d2b5-4194-8b05-08c95da0a7f2
Will the archive need to be protected against 
loss or theft?

2c797727-559d-4bcf-a4a1-713accfcd602
Will the data be Encrypted?

905d4cda-afa1-4cc0-8df6-3d989c7b8b2e
Who has the key?

decf61b1-7afa-447d-aeae-0b8e55d87abd
xref: access rights to the archive

7458c3bc-60aa-44ba-8d59-a0672dc8de63
Access to disc? Online or in safe?

87abded2-1edb-4f69-bd6c-8b90f7706206
Will the archive need to be on-line?

Will workflows need to be run on 
the archived data? How is this supported?

b3caa015-cdd5-4812-84b5-596855a30545
Will data integrity be guaranteed? Think about tampering.

86459c42-89ee-4874-bb54-fec0881332e0
Is there an interface and a defined process 
to request access to the data?

b7d9008e-9691-44f0-a026-0f63d808db39
Has been established who has access to 
the archived data, and how fast?

47559455-2969-41f4-aee8-e9ce558ab2f0
During the project, who can ask for restore?

3d837696-3a99-4362-86a3-f460dd878b75
Is it more than 10TB?

You must plan time needed for 
store/restore!

Why: Complexity does not scale 
linearly with scale, but progressively 

feb954c1-c38e-4615-addd-4c714a06809a
Has authority been arranged for when the 
project is finished? Is there a data access 
committee?

b0430030-df3e-4d67-897f-335fa6185858
xref: archive encryption

2dd94cbc-42f3-4077-b6da-83e0275290c5
How long does it need to be kept?

Is it legally permitted to throw it 
away? What is the official term you 
need to keep each part?

Which data types (rawness) will be 
kept? For each, how long?

e23201aa-df56-4ade-9406-baa1fb6b1c0c
Will the data be understandable after a long 
time?

72099c46-16e7-47a2-a320-cc768b7085fe
Will you need a shared working space to 
work with your data?

df36fb68-131c-4f31-a42b-684abf523bbc
How will you work with your data?

73bfcfcf-a619-4f6a-a901-2e8ce01d039a
What kind of data will be in your 
workspace?

Are your Files small or large?

Database?

Could Hadoop be used?

f6e66f4f-7b11-420f-a4b6-5fc972bc66d9
Do you need the storage close to compute 
capacity?

83081d6a-7e18-4ccf-97cd-f89193e73382
xref: Planning of the compute.

High speed I/O needed?

50f9d580-3e62-434b-81ff-86daed56aca8
Will you keep data in work format that is 
different from archival?

Can you share the work format with 
other projects?

4ee4d67d-62c5-47f0-a741-f2629b65cf8a
What is the capacity profile? Will you need 
the same storage quantity during the whole 
project?

8526a988-9561-42c6-8af4-7c96aa4c536d
When will your raw data become available?

01cd836b-915e-4751-b543-b326bf812594
Sometimes the raw data is relatively large 
and it pays off to clean it quickly. How 
much of the raw data do you need to keep 
in the work space for how long?

ba381732-f499-419f-8744-e13807af83e3
Do your raw data need to be archived?

Answer: remeasuring possible and 
cheaper

Answer: No, stored elsewhere

7d1b6960-92db-4074-b908-74132bce1444
xref: timing the archival of raw data

c0944ac9-f286-48f2-b864-4641d0fcdd55
Did you plan how much intermediate data 
will you get, and how long does each step 
need to be kept?

deb647ec-a001-4370-87b8-a5b1e2479f87
Will you be able to store intermediate data 
on a separate scratch area that is not 
backed up?

Why: if the main archive file system 
has a problem, a restore takes less 
time if the temporary data does not 
need to be recovered.

3a076e83-73b0-4cdd-bb71-c5d41469a191
Will you really not need a backup of that 
data?

See: https://www.csc.fi/web/blog/
post/-/blogs/the-largest-unplanned-
outage-in-years-and-how-we-
survived-it

Can intermediate data be avoided 
by streaming steps together?

89f78871-68bd-4190-9ee7-57ec3b4c2356
Will you have different versions of 
intermediate data that need to be kept?

Can it be reproduced quickly?

50a9c060-91e9-4e34-8cb2-2d41fa493f9e
Will you need to temporarily archive data 
sets (to tape?)

text: Archival will be done if you will 
unlikely need it again, but must be 
able to go back to it to reproduce 
your results.

How frequently will you archive 
data?

1fa0cc82-65e6-492f-b982-19ea2636ed95
xref: data archive setup

f4065e54-d27a-45de-be4c-10384feacd0d
If you will be starting with a high volume of 
data, how will that initial data come in?

2ed7b5c7-2452-4087-b4ed-d15ca31a4e65
How will project partners access the work 
space?

b1faddd1-2f9f-48a8-b9a7-d8f6f8c02470
Who will arrange access control?

f99580d5-b3ea-498c-86ac-f7326bd999c2
Will it need to be remote mounted? Answer: no, VRE

f14750e9-3a39-4aae-b2c8-845583934c1d
Will it be copied in and out of the 
workspace?

Answer: no, VRE

Answer: yes, for computations

How is that budgeted?

6b3f13db-407a-44e0-9d23-e6dd6a20ad59
Do other data storage areas have/need the 
same reliability and security as the main 
work space?

5b22075d-c62f-4e7f-8a57-79c930d81094
xref: workflow split over locations

Is the network speed sufficient?

b171ec17-d7b5-4726-ae22-0d892b106cf8
How available must the workspace be?

25e06912-08a2-40e4-af76-cfbc5ada9925
What is the acceptable risk for “total 
loss”?

Can all files in the workspace be 
recomputed quickly?

19640692-1c97-4574-8b3d-f4f6e1e6b564
Is there software in the workspace?

Is it safely archived?

Can it be restored quickly?

0548db0c-bd34-40ce-be73-7a13a5e8eb7d
What percentage of time should the data be 
available? During work hours? Nights? In 
weekends?

How will you act if main storage is 
offline?

Keep data that you always need to 
access on two independent storage 
arrays (G R1)

Can you wait?

6531dd45-f628-4aa7-a2c5-82c639b79ab8
How long can you wait for a restore if the 
storage fails?

aacf28a0-aab9-4436-8b2b-95ef755ae32a
How long can you wait if you accidentally 
delete a file before it can be restored?

How will you do Backups and other 
Copy data management?

Remote backups
Recover from catastrophe Speed of restore

Separate server for fast tape 
restores (G F3)

Only backup raw and result data (G 
F1)

Try not to backup intermediate data

Plan for restoring files deleted or 
modified by human error (G H1) Test the restore

Will a developer need a copy of 
large data sets to be able to test 
new versions of the software?

Will you do incremental backups?

Do you need to keep a history of all 
files? How long will you keep 
backups?

98d9789b-32fc-4e2f-876a-47760ad7c7ec
Do you need to backup any data stored 
elsewhere related to your project in your 
workspace?

Even at the Netherlands eScience 
Center data was lost (and hence 
computer time) when a file system 
of Cartesius crashed.

Did you check the backup policy on 
the external (super)computer 
system you use?

c1e83bdf-5914-44c2-8414-0a4e7fbaf272
If not: Are all data from all project members 
adequately backed up and traceable?

It access control to the files in the 
working area well arranged?

Make sure to give write access only 
to people who need it

Make sure to give read access only 
to people that are explicitly allowed, 
especially when privacy sensitive 
data are involved

Is there a process in place for 
offboarding leaving project 
members?

Removing access

Is there a process in place for 
onboarding new project members?

Giving access

Instructing about responsibilities 
and accountability

614ab69d-55a6-4214-b384-00ba21ce92a1
Is the Risk of information loss / leaks / 
vandalism acceptable?

Is any of the data privacy sensitive? Are any privacy sensitive data of 
European Citizens?

Comply with GDPR

Will any of the data be stored 
outside of the EU?

International organisations like EBI 
are outside EU!

Do you have processing contracts 
with all providers? (GDPR)

Will you monitor/audit security 
measures of your providers? Or do 
you have access to external audit 
reports? (Marlon Domingus)

90324a7b-f3c9-4ed8-b301-edc9869cb7b3
Do project members store data or software 
on computers in the lab or external hard 
drives connected to those computers?

Who has access to the labs?

Who has access to those 
computers?

Are they properly backed up?

abaf4a70-17d4-449c-9b95-5b3bcfed7e9b
Do people carry data with them?

On external hard drives or USB 
drives? Encrypted?

Is any data on laptops?
6aff9a57-acea-4f6d-ac98-9a067e03cc8e
Are they encrypted?

Is the laptop password protected?

84ec46bd-e714-4d98-8525-cdd0d58777ef
Are researchers using cloud accounts? Consider encryption

2d57daa6-df2e-4bf9-b024-710e74781d88
Are data or reports sent over e-mail or other 
messaging services?

Consider encryption

a454fffd-f4a4-426d-b758-6d70bc4ee96b
Do the data centers where data is stored have 
Certifications?

Security for hosting

39d8dad9-7666-405c-b35c-9e430c9691ed
Are all project web services used via https?

dc327e53-cf4f-44e7-8e66-40ddf1b4ae0a
Project members have been instructed?

Password instruction?

Not sharing accounts?

Different passwords everywhere?

Two factor authentication

Data they carry

Backups

Encryption

Passwords on laptops

Data stored in personal cloud 
accounts

Data stored in their own labs

Use of Open Wifi and https

Did you do an impact analysis?

67c34ee1-2e71-423c-97a7-fe6aa3723465
Information loss?

a20ddc5d-e883-4bc4-9948-36a2cb477d10
Information leak?

8cd49d8f-9af0-4ea9-985a-5d45142ac388
Information vandalization?

e87ef779-2c4b-4c0d-a1f1-821290123a3c
Compute Capacity Planning

30027b9a-2077-4c74-9048-f0532ada9b03
Determine needs in Memory/CPU/IO ratios

Did you run pilots to see what 
capacity you need?

Did you run pilots to see if the work 
scales up the right way?

e.g. Servers with exceptional 
memory or disc bandwith?

dd918787-ffb1-499e-98f8-42050758c7ce
Suitable system

Grid/Cluster/Cloud?

Every step in the workflow may 
have its own needs.

Data Transport needed?

Need to glue workflows across 
architecture?

851a72ac-9497-4d8a-ae1a-6509d021a20b
Do you have in house  experience with the 
used compute architectures?

Do your people need training for 
Grid/Cloud/Hadoop?

d8150021-19d7-4e92-90c3-d9c3d62d188e
When will it be needed?

Some building and testing can be 
done on local hw

Use shared infrastructure?

Purchase special needs? Shared?

4c71d62c-3184-43d7-bdec-f762c682035e
Is all Compute capacity needed available 
close to the working storage?

a39fb276-8c46-49e7-bfb9-af8ba876726f
If not, you need to plan the necessary 
network capacity

No special needs?

Delays acceptable?

Special network will be in place

3788d53f-c79f-43d2-b67b-7479f05cddb0
If not, Can the data legally be transported 
to the compute capacity?

Will all data be collected in the 
same place?

Is there a need for distributed 
computation?

Will this have impact on the 
efficiency

Will this allow you to get the best 
answer?

Does the storage environment 
provide enough compute capacity 
to serve your workflow?

410f3709-c283-4974-83c8-6c5d24899a68
Will different groups work on different parts 
of the workflow, and will parts of the 
computing be done on local infrastructure?

9e34d326-5f7b-494b-bc2e-2131eef6f844
Is there sufficient network capacity?

Do groups have local infrastructure 
that can be used?

Will it scale to the size of the 
problem?

Is it compatible in middleware to 
central infrastructure or to 
infrastructure at other sites?

468bad94-ef86-4d24-8e97-d635fb1f68b0
xref: copying data into and out of the main 
project working area

Data cycle step 3:
Data Capture (equipment phase)

f5fef09d-ade5-4019-b089-f05bd89c34bc
Give a list of data sets you will acquire 
using equipment.

ee59664e-4026-4796-a42a-e8003df6dadf
Who will do the measurements? Are there 
easily accessible specialized service 
providers for data capture?

Advice: Make them partner in the 
project

aa27852a-00f4-44a4-a85c-0e0fd3ac20d1
Is ownership of the data established?

227f056a-ada1-473b-af71-bb63d48b4940
What other arrangements?

f0a474ac-21b5-4b6a-9fd5-b9c3f8882055
Is responsibility for (long term) safe keeping 
established? Who will deal with data 
publication?

e576471a-40dd-453d-ba59-d3f4e1c30cc4
What other arrangements

bce52f7f-2256-4afc-9801-2e4da8111470
Is the data capture equipment and 
protocol completely standardized?

3/5/Advice Permanent link to the 
instruction manual?

3/5/Advice Take pictures of the 
equipment

28b99b8e-3a0c-45c5-8d2b-b778a7d43323
Is special care needed to get the raw data 
ready for processing?

2c5fd209-1ff5-4c34-b6e4-2bf1228e97de
Data exchange format has been settled 
before?

2e8d6e55-36ea-46eb-a921-65e550bce5dc
Will the raw data be transported on 
physical media, or via the network?

31da89a7-4d04-4345-a414-ea1226377df7
If you want to “hand carry”, make sure there 
is writing/reading capacity and enough time.

3d942d91-39a2-4d2f-a27a-6fe57deb87ff
If you need a network, is there enough 
capacity or did you reserve capacity?

129f74a4-dc91-4cc7-aee3-b384c8ea30dd
Is data integrity guaranteed during this stage?

0ebd660b-364a-4357-9044-c4dc0293a9ba
Is data security guaranteed in this phase?

Advice If a secured fast connection 
is needed, check for the possibility 
to use a lightpath.

Is capacity planning needed? For 
the measurement? For the data 
transport?

f038bd46-ee4e-4f53-b7ea-482381c2c855
Do you have non-equipment data capture?

85079340-7b80-4dc7-86ae-cc5f599ec737
Questionnaires?

Plan to verify that questions 
actually have been filled in?

36a5ed1e-ecd5-4b86-a719-f1196e376a52
Case report forms?

7e456b72-72a1-427d-8e75-9da096bc9806
Electronic patient records?

4eb1bd6f-5d10-4b0a-aab1-715facc29cbb
(Planning?) Are they accessible?

b642c31d-a512-4ca7-8743-a2e0254006fa
Specify a list of data sets

4e84a44f-e66b-42f5-bb42-7e6c4bd3b79b
Will it be captured immediately digitally? Or 
first on paper?

32f5bc5c-6bc6-4df0-849f-1619951c5b98
Who will do the data entry? A special team? 
One of the project members?

f0e57014-79ad-4f2d-becd-e00f50ed1770
What other arrangements?

a205f751-cbb6-4f58-a692-2ba450e1e133
Who makes the data digitally available to you?

36d40d39-894b-4c1a-9e9c-feaddef09df3
Is the collection done by one person?

68956a97-6138-4538-9968-e7a925f299cc
Is there a possibility for difference in 
interpretation

Objective?

Acceptable risk?

ef139df4-fb76-442e-a617-58a638c428f9
What other arrangements?

ab4b3f39-dfab-45a5-9489-2d46ceacbb73
Is there a proper data integration tool that 
can handle and combine all the data types 
you are dealing with in your project

Yes

2e394765-d87d-4c1e-9f90-d8d2a06826e3
What tool? TranSMART?

or other integration tool applicable?

Develop your own? 677c07f0-a709-4d77-946f-78735a88c858
Why?

Advice: Collaborate with people 
providing an insufficient solution

Not use a data warehouse?

No
20a9685a-5560-43dc-bb13-73c434f8d666
All data can be brought in the same format, 
e.g. RDF?

6c8abc44-e975-4e0e-882d-d231f1c45315
xref: the data integration process

Data cycle step 4:
Data Processing and Curation

4ba3304e-225c-4916-bbf7-754de381253c
Workflow development

13c2a033-423c-4bb3-b596-840de2f6c9c9
Will you be running a bulk/routine workflow, 
or develop a research analysis?

14ed71a8-80c6-465a-94db-1115502297bd
What data will workflow developers use? 
Can workflow developers work with subset 
of new data? Is there pre-existing data 
available for this?

c56f2e8f-bb78-412e-b238-974a14482f28
When will they have access?

Answer: Can developers start 
before the data is measured?

d206fcaf-a238-48ef-925e-6f006d39f2af
Privacy/security?

Answer: Are developers able to 
take the data they need on their 
own laptops?

4bf93fbc-1116-4d40-b2fb-625a0e2e20f9
Other arrangements?

9a1c0153-3eae-40d5-8e91-66e108ef1fe8
List existing software you will use in the 
analysis workflow.

996df4e8-90ea-4aaf-8c3d-d92b3d145dd3
Where is this software from?

cfb67fc9-4a65-4221-87ca-7ca7c99f13a4
What version will you use?

b482e4e9-9435-4e2c-9ce5-e35845ba53b0
Will you re-run if the version changes?

Advice Take resources for compute 
power into account!

b66496d0-6fd4-4854-8f07-961045de4b7c
How is your expertise on this software?

Answer: Visit other expert centers 
to learn (G S3)

2109e98d-fe60-412d-8e72-48b47a181627
List new software components you will 
develop for the analysis workflow

dbf05c2a-0108-4cae-947d-c0383140f006
What is the software repository url?

99f4a43c-9848-488a-9b99-ff8dd6a4269c
Did you consider existing options?

Include professionalization if 
needed

3b0f752e-e46b-4c8b-835f-14c426036ece
License for availability

Answer: Apache2, 
GPL, LGPL, AGPL

6b5d7d2e-c117-4e61-a597-5207bc7fc057
Another?

c83097bb-e057-4cde-848d-a2e57d6ee3c9
Is it open source recognised?

Advice: Do not underestimate time 
needed to integrate components

Develop new components where 
needed Think about Visualisation

a1c37c05-57ff-499c-b58c-e90f511241fa
Did you choose the workflow engine?

What features do you need?

28b10fd8-28a6-49b8-822d-f3d47780ab20
Should it produce provenance?

15e6148f-f4e0-4bbc-93c5-6fdf4fe47608
In standard form?

ba0000c2-65e0-4af3-95c3-bdcc1d3de291
Can the workflow be annotated to make it 
understandable?

b238d832-8418-4a92-9429-3c79f690bef4
xref: workflow reproducibility

ff6f53f1-1adc-4401-bbda-a159d283a8eb
High throughput?

fdeb19c8-393c-4c4e-8c88-58a9c4d19e2b
Ease of development of the workflow 
engine?

2122d8b6-ab79-4a20-9016-d2ab8d154a58
Can you reach out to the developers?

c1cbd221-6881-42be-b6d6-8b842f3f05db
Does it support the compute back ends you need?

20fa4bb1-ff56-4050-b20e-3544beb02c17
Standard tools for the administrative operations?

f5b2b4d2-2031-47da-95ff-6d10792c841f
Ease of development of the workflows?

f3c858ab-a89f-4f08-9c17-ca45e38f9340
Does it need a developer GUI?

f1609178-599a-4da6-b93b-776e4f9b626c
Ease of adding new tools?

0567eb3f-3a55-4b8d-b61b-c530f8a52223
Is it suitable for the workflow I will build? 
(data processing or integration?)

74d6de0c-8c7d-4001-8019-2a29391afed1
Does it need to support complex control 
structures like conditionals and loops?

d8833614-8fb5-4535-b448-8e657d17ad44
Comes with your data types out of the box?

5179b194-aef6-47c5-bfb0-a21a0ba950ef
Does it support nesting of workflows?

5a83b169-3e41-42a5-8a4e-5c8c78111d0e
Can a workflow be edited collaboratively?

add9596e-eaad-4720-9a11-f779fe1e6538
Ease of use?

6d31cd2e-ca00-4cf8-961e-f84d4dabdda4
Who are the customers that use it?

Answer: Bioinformaticians?

Answer: Biologists?

6ed1691c-9298-48d7-aaf8-224bca512419
Does it need a running GUI?

8330c11f-4a4f-4ed6-a088-58b50acfea62
Can workflows be run remotely?

Can workflows be part of a tool 
(nesting)? Are there existing nesting tools?

38b2a0d8-ce59-46cd-afa0-258c1b2f469f
Durability?

0d13a230-a3eb-4f5e-b9c2-2f64a5d9c033
Can “workflow decay” be managed?

Text: Will the same workflow still 
work next year?

655180dc-1cb9-41f6-8a36-7c6ecf02009a
Are all tools/versions under total control?

d8f2ac46-06e7-405a-bcec-907cde71b596
xref: workflow durability

92cab7ad-92ff-44ec-9678-8e5c95d66816
Can workflows be imported/exported/
shared with this engine?

75af1eb3-1e0e-4be8-b0b6-cdb0883c791b
Does it need to be hosted by a professional party?

bdce5cee-2930-4b30-b3d5-d503ab0b5d1a
Suggestions

Make

Snakemake

Taverna

Galaxy

Molgenis

Moteur

Knime

Chipster

558f01a3-2563-4114-9244-812b212c9791
Integrity of the tools in the workflow (G H3)

4b4d5878-970b-41aa-bbf5-15072e704417
Use scrutinized (open source) tools

5ea8a4fd-4bed-48a9-aacf-71e2d4953eb4
Let second developer check all changes 
made

cd44886c-877f-4387-b299-f8d81b559f73
How do you handle/QA upgrades to tools?

099902bd-1637-4e32-a744-b95031030c6c
Verify repeatedly on the same data

908be822-51b8-4f6b-9e61-7036f73dd0d3
xref: validation input data

df3aff84-acf9-4614-996b-e69f7ddb96de
Are all tools /versions under your total control?

94898b30-877d-4776-a03a-c57c93a725ac
How do you deal with “workflow decay”?

df070071-38a9-4250-a035-445c12f95af3
xref: control over tools in the workflow 
engine

Will you follow “10 Best practices 
for creating workflows”?

1.  Make a sketch workflow
2.  Use modules
3.  Think about the output
4.  Provide example inputs and outputs
5.  Annotate
6.  Test execution from outside local environment
7.  Choose services carefully
8.  Reuse existing workflows
9.  Advertise
10.  Maintain

Workflow running

1991077f-04ae-4808-90a5-e4b2f82e30bf
How will you make sure to know what 
exactly has been run?

5e111fc1-9d17-4ec8-aafb-1694a538a3aa
Keep processing scripts/workflows including the 
versions of the tools that have run (G M4)

a972fba5-7586-4156-bdf8-8251288dc341
Make use of the metadata fields in the output files (e.g. 
VCF) to log how the data was obtained (G M5)

decb7c9c-c6dc-4027-8c0e-18934c852ca6
Will you keep a central tools directory/
repository (G S1)

4c7cd15f-90f9-4ab3-8082-38da4f642de1
Keep a central reference data repository (G S2)

49199b05-73d7-4912-a5ca-bc1e14a09468
Can you use a workflow engine and workflow that 
produces this data?

d522881a-9f3e-45fc-a420-f444e4da3ad0
xref: provenance as selection criterion for a 
workflow engine

56bc8ebb-aba5-4745-8034-17ed3fe4fe07
Is all software for steps in your work flow properly 
maintained? Properly versioned? Will you be able 
to find back the exact version you used?

918d5fd1-ea37-468f-8acd-ca3e80203900
How do you validate the integrity of the 
results?

e8a08f27-9f82-4147-b446-822d34a5d468
In distributed projects, run a subset on all 
infrastructures to ensure consistency

a3a4ce37-4ced-41df-8ec6-e42d87a6a3f1
Prevent workflow errors

Text: Make pipelines portable (G R3)

Text: Build pipelines for different 
infrastructures automatically (G H4)

34a3ef8b-4a17-4030-9157-ed1c1bf60b80
Run independently developed workflows for 
critical components to prevent human error 
(G H2)

Make sure different sites 
responsible for part of the data set 
use comparable protocols

faf72b3d-ac29-41d1-97f2-5223b199a086
Provide validation input/output to detect 
changes in results

fbe68369-30cb-422b-b5c1-fd871bb16331
xref: validation of tool upgrades

Contingency acc82522-327a-4c76-8c24-f8034f7dc1d4
What will you do if the compute facility is down?

Answer: Have alternatives (e.g. 
cluster and grid) (G R2)

Data cycle step 5:
Data Integration

109ed7ea-ef1d-4719-b2b4-eb4f7202c65c
How will you be doing the integration of 
different data sources?

b289c48c-b586-419f-8099-db94ce323398
xref: data warehousing tools

a797cab9-0829-4787-a096-1b5cedc9147f
For each data type you use, answer the following

87fe7235-0a0f-4788-8f44-04523461655f
 How is the data structured?

Answer: Differently 024bb661-70d4-4da6-a938-934a3935b16a
How?

Answer 4: a domain specific format 
for this data? (VCF)

37531bec-1488-4204-807d-762794b538e9
Can all the data you want to couple be 
captured in that format?

45efdccf-761e-4414-b6a8-1d28ddaeafec
If yes, will you be doing it that way?

8018e15f-6c7e-433a-8686-ae0d695c7fc7
Does the format come with its own suite of 
integration tools you will use?

Answer 0: A simple table (data 
records) for each data set

6bfde30e-90e7-4422-b984-d571196194e0
Does each column have a header?

cacee0fd-7de5-4e07-aa94-1661cb853558
Is each header unambiguous?

6ab36a2a-23ca-484d-b3d7-0c1a4eea821a
Does each header have a data type?

Included: Are the headers from a 
data type registry? Or a URI from a 
vocabulary or an ontology?

c47d330a-2eb4-472e-be48-d06b3ec9b8e8
Is there a limited list of possible values 
allowed in that column?

Included: Are those values in a 
vocabulary or ontology?

0259866a-50b2-4f77-858f-982c9e16091d
Is it clear what each row represents?

ccaaf562-ebed-4d94-b168-b8398ed25546
Does each row have an identifier?

f90914d8-2731-4cd1-bbf8-2710a5e08c43
Is there a distinguishing way to recognize 
missing values?

0451d421-4c97-452e-b399-4fe278b97147
Is the relation between each of the columns 
and the record identifier clear?

Guidance: e.g. "person developed 
breast cancer" or "suspected 
diagnosis is" or "family member 
recently died of".

This is the header, which should be 
properly encoding the predicate!

bdaba73c-02e0-4ff1-acb3-a68df891c36a
Is there implicit knowledge encoded in the 
relations between the headers?

Guidance: Are there additional 
relationships implicit between the 
columns (e.g. if there is a column 
disease and a column medication, 
is the medication actually used to 
treat the disease)

Answer 2: Complex data, like 
graph.

46e07a92-2070-4212-96ea-8b98da488292
Are you representing the graph in RDF?

3196c225-2842-4766-9768-381fd6ee1e05
Are all of the URLs resolving to common 
ontologies?

b98c7dbd-de67-4ee4-8d86-45989511b1d6
Will you use a workflow e.g. with tools for 
database access or conversion?

ff85db18-565c-4177-a397-9a8cf4c7b374
Will you use a Linked data approach?

811965f0-b1b7-4b4b-92a6-01cd83b08fa2
Will you use linked data sources?

Only

Some

fad678c7-99e4-48e2-a708-fe0dfa1381b8
Will you make your results semantically 
interoperable data?

7733494c-fd84-4cd0-8463-5806f321f2c9
Will you be using common or 
exchangeable units?

f67e1539-5c7d-4df7-8259-e4f2edfa2685
Will you be using common ontologies?

Advice: If yes, Choose them before 
you start…

d0306914-c253-472c-869f-19a60578c087
Will there be potential issues with statistical 
normalization?

If you’re using slightly different 
protocols, how sure are you that 
results are comparable?

Detailed clinical models (Like 
Parelsnoer modules). Should be 
moved up…

Do you follow minimal information 
standards? (Move to metadata 
collection)

dbb6dcdf-dd2e-4829-8c03-16b2339ebd5a
Will you be integrating different data 
sources in order to get more samples or 
more data points?

18f9b8ec-bf1b-4035-8eac-3fd329613a7c
Have these data been created with 
sufficiently identical protocols?

d5d21ad3-720c-4a6a-bd5a-09f14b15666f
Will you be integrating different data sources 
in order to get more information about the 
same samples / subjects / data points?

63b020de-664a-4271-807c-a6f4361d6439
Did you already select the variables on 
which you will join the data sets

c6fdeacb-4a1f-4948-988a-0c6458cdf7b9
How will you make sure that you do not 
inadvertently create a biased subset?

6b3d62a5-1d4d-49e1-aaf1-0a8b398a7ac3
May the coupling of data create a danger of 
re-identifying anonymized privacy sensitive 
data?

Prevent?

Correct?

15eb6fe6-7b21-493b-a5a0-09ac63212ab6
Did you make a conscious decision to be 
either accurate or complete?

dc4f1dc7-4608-45f9-8503-aa05536f4d97
Do you have all tools to couple the 
necessary data types?

Data cycle step 6:
(Data Analysis), Interpretation and 
Modeling

c8e35b21-9911-43f4-bb5e-0df3de1cd727
Will this step need significant Compute 
capacity?

Advice: If yes, make sure that this 
has been taken into account in the 
capacity planning in step 2.

a981b60d-2870-4a40-83ad-436395876f06
xref: Compute Capacity Planning

948b5fd8-c1bd-457d-8f81-ea2fd093f541
How will you be making sure there is 
good provenance of the Data Analysis?

Data analysis is normally hand-
driven, where processing is bulk.

How will you ensure reproducibility?

Answer: (Electronic) lab notebook? b73b8310-3b4f-49c8-a5c0-4208883754ac
What else?

460803f2-cc23-4c57-b50e-c5177a3c11d5
Will you be doing (automated) knowledge 
discovery

How are you going to interpret your 
data? Connect to text mining data?

Error modeling
Significance

Effect size

c8e35b21-9911-43f4-bb5e-0df3de1cd727
LS Will you do Systems biology modeling?

460803f2-cc23-4c57-b50e-c5177a3c11d5
LS Which knowledge/model will you be 
using?

b73b8310-3b4f-49c8-a5c0-4208883754ac
LS How detailed will you be modeling

6f3c5ba6-e546-422d-ba03-2f381dba06e5
LS Will you be building pathways?

1de4d08a-be6f-4c42-8514-b8da761283ef
LS Extending existing pathways?

f0bd0f5b-9ec9-47a7-9786-d71a2981763b
LS New pathways?

Do you have enough information to 
build to pathways? Text mining

7b08e6e3-2985-4983-8a35-34399f31ae5c
LS Will you use statistical modeling?

Correlation/regression analysis?

Machine Learning?

How will you make sure it will 
answer your biological question?

3afd1d15-bb0c-43a9-ba8d-c108330073ca
LS Will you be building Kinetic Models?

Existing kinetic models?

New kinetic models?

Do you have enough information to 
build the kinetic models?

9390d18e-8d68-4758-9f81-d69151ec8a46
LS Will you be doing structure modeling?

a5219108-2f64-4dca-83e2-59c66859ad95
LS Model building by homology?

abf8beaf-3dd3-416c-b15e-45388053726c
LS Enzyme activity model?

b54356a9-c34e-453c-bf88-efa2de970ef0
LS Molecular dynamics?

Data cycle step 7:
Information and insight

6516eae1-98b2-48f2-9862-b5fb140cfad7
Will you be working with the philosophy 
“as open as possible” for your data?

If not, you need to explain why?

a549d10b-aa46-4c0c-863f-30219ac5ecce
Can all of your data become completely 
open immediately?

c010e830-bd89-460d-9498-cb41e7ffeb87
Are there legal reasons why (some of your) 
data can not be completely open?

019db0b3-9067-4134-8bfd-76db3cfc572a
Privacy reasons?

754148c2-6019-4318-8d44-d73becc989f4
Are there restrictions on where the data can 
be stored?

Inside center?

Inside country?

Inside EU?

a25b30f4-2d0f-4132-9b8e-0950f0b0ed66
Pseudonymization

5db6bd58-5d1d-4d02-9497-972cbef64c16
Use existing TTP contract for cross linking 
if possible

Re-identifyable?

15ee1921-1fea-4f22-b462-b3cf7cdd4646
Can the data become open through 
Anomymization?

69be6695-152b-48ba-a1fd-6662476e39b7
Can some of the data be open after 
aggregation?

a18d79d2-74b1-4524-a3c7-2c1a87b66a75
IP reasons

b4f9916a-c846-49ff-bfd2-f5d1346de553
Is it clear who owns all data and documents?

c9ed4379-19e2-4ce3-8962-5c2fca69b6cd
Will someone have decision power to move 
documents or data to a new place after the 
project has finished?

Cf issue with time limited license for 
the alfresco system after the 
biomedbridges project ended. 

55f03a4a-034b-422a-adf6-757416b7650a
Will you be using authenticated access?

baed9cce-91ab-45d0-a272-92246b2e6c72
Will you use a standard authenticated 
access data repository?

278a8218-eb9f-43b4-8dac-cd6a644537fa
Who is responsible for Authentication?

own Pw database

Single signon? Who maintains?

7b187628-eb1e-40f7-9e75-5787a1ff5a3e
What other arrangements?

23909308-55cf-4e94-a616-2a74c809aa48
Authorization

Data access committee? 0de7232f-802d-4e1f-a84c-2895d08901ce
Which existing one?

346003fa-5ea6-41ed-a3b7-68d7e26a0b3e
What other arrangements?

c534c029-cb42-46a9-a118-87abfe3b54da
Are criteria for application open?

Human readable. Future: computer 
readable!

b7cb192b-349a-4966-b37d-b63903bf2204
Has auditing for re-use been arranged? Who checks?

85a9d872-3d41-4560-82c4-b850a6e2d5ac
Are there business reasons why some of your 
data can not be completely open? Patents?

43370b85-0ee0-4f0f-b7de-9b04a54a2480
What other reasons?

c10f9098-5b1c-4abc-adaa-bdef2fb537ca
Are there other reasons?

Papers need to be published first

b289fdcc-aedc-496e-8169-e0bbe2346d1f
What else?

f5c12fcf-15d0-44ba-a53c-49ea9d7f620f
Will you use a limited embargo period?

b51a276b-3c57-40ef-bacc-0130d56db965
What period?

4e0c1edf-660c-4ebf-81f5-9fa959dead30
Give a list of data sets. For each of these:

80a682bd-8a5c-4a52-935d-680509838a4e
What kind of repository?

Answer: self-hosting

f83a9afd-c6de-452b-be9f-bd76e5eb6b54
Can you support it for longer?

cbbfb0da-caf1-4c04-b72f-de39c4a8fb33
What is the service level to be offered to 
users of the data?

Answer: Download service
Advice: That functionality can 
certainly be found in a standard 
repository.

Answer: Run search/access webservice

Answer: Data processing service Advice: This costs resources!

Financial aspects?

f691ad73-1284-4c7d-999d-34bb0612dd42
Did you arrange for system administration 
and hardware maintenance for the servers?

Helpdesk for data interpretation? Advice: Capability as well as 
capacity!

Answer: in a domain-specific repository

221c322e-dff5-438f-8a2e-90e762681156
What repository?

Submit to existing db?

Will you be adding new facts to a 
knowledge base?

Will you submit interpreted results 
to a knowledge base?

Did you check re3data to find a 
suitable repository?

Nucleotides to ENA / EGA

b1492627-9cb6-465a-945a-a2a7ff9a8189
Will you contact the repository beforehand?

fc0857c1-e4d2-47f5-86b1-0292bfc7eecf
What other arrangements

Answer: in a repository provided by 
your institute

Answer: in a national repository?

46039bea-87e6-4c61-8567-4e819404b4d0
Will you be adding this data set to a catalogue?

Add access to lists of available data

Announce availability

Document the data Is the data understandable/re-
runnable/re-usable?

Get DOI’s where possible

All types of data to be archived

Raw

Interpreted

Will conclusions from the paper be 
made available as nano-
publications?

92a10652-3675-48f2-8d50-180a29cec62e
How will you make sure that blocks of data 
deposited in different repositories and 
catalogues can be recognized as belonging 
to the same study?

Answer: Crosslinks

Answer: From catalog entry

Answer: Other 1accb605-505a-488b-be74-26faa3e34e2b
What other arrangements?

3d20fbb7-c401-4fa2-aeaa-ec5a2ef35322
Did you work out the financial aspects of 
making the data available?

25e9fe5b-d8f7-4b43-a903-7809a571a2bb
 Who will pay for open access publishing?

4baf405e-262e-4f1a-bfdc-fe72fc628650
Who keeps data access running? 
Recurring fees?

f9d84278-b61d-4314-94e9-12644bfa1d00
Will you be archiving data after the project 
in “cold storage”?

553834d6-ff71-4b76-b4b4-b90d19a3f0a4
Will data formats be upgraded if they 
grow obsolete?

5a192c70-d824-49d2-965c-dca90deb04ac
Will storage media be upgraded if they grow 
obsolete?

xref archival setup during the 
project. 

Text: Do not confuse Archiving with 
Publication!

a84cdefc-8c41-4949-9353-5916532ad50c
Will you publish also if the results are 
negative?

Data?

Paper?

1ae8d7b0-4bcd-4914-aaea-fa389fc056f4
List of  software packages?

36938ca8-e22d-47a6-8859-a52f536101c5
Is there an open source license

0184bfcc-69ab-48c8-9d62-e23ae73a60be
What license

87b45400-169d-424d-8e71-d2034618dab5
Where will it be available?

3effd452-f0ae-4c25-b971-2b5762889ca4
Will it be listed in a catalogue?

9b3e6391-d5c3-4d82-bf60-342ed2ac1f43
Will there be Translational returns / 
valorization that you can participate in?

Will you work on New clinical 
procedure?

Will there be a New diagnosis?

Will these be developed as part of 
the project?

http://clinicaltrial.gov
https://www.csc.fi/web/blog/post/-/blogs/the-largest-unplanned-outage-in-years-and-how-we-survived-it
https://www.csc.fi/web/blog/post/-/blogs/the-largest-unplanned-outage-in-years-and-how-we-survived-it
https://www.csc.fi/web/blog/post/-/blogs/the-largest-unplanned-outage-in-years-and-how-we-survived-it
https://www.csc.fi/web/blog/post/-/blogs/the-largest-unplanned-outage-in-years-and-how-we-survived-it

